
Year 6: A Story Like The Wind

Grammar, Punctuation and Language Features

expanded noun 
phrases

determiner, adjective(s), noun 
a safe harbour, the dark shadow

verbs action or doing word  
spinning, lived, cradles

adverbial phrases a word or phrase that has been used like an adverb to add detail to 
a verb 

some time ago

fronted adverbials an adverbial phrase placed at the front of a sentence 
Beside them, 

first person storytelling in which a narrator relays the events from their own point 
of view using ‘I’, or ‘we’

past tense when the writer is writing about something that has already 
happened (check the verbs)

semi-colon (;) used between two main clauses of equal importance

figurative language used to make writing more effective, persuasive and impactful. 
examples: similes, metaphors

single dash ( - ) used to create suspense or to emphasise what follows

conjunctions used to connect words, phrases or clauses

third person storytelling in which the narrator is an outsider looking in using 
pronouns such as ‘she', ‘it’ or ‘they’

alliteration the repetition of a letter or sound

pronouns words that take the place of a noun to avoid repetition

formal/informal formal = a more official, serious language style where correct 
grammar must always be used, following Standard English 

informal = a more relaxed, personal style of language; slang words 
and abbreviations are more accepted here

Characters on the boat

Rami main character, young boy

Nor and Mustafa young couple: husband and wife

Bashar and Amani 6 year old son and 4 year old daughter of Nor and Mustafa

Mohammad old man

Bini Mohammad’s dog

Youssef elder brother of Hassan

Hassan younger brother of Youssef

About the Book

A beautifully illustrated story of freedom, music, and 
seeking refuge. A small group of refugees is crowded on to 

a boat on the sea. They share their stories as the boat 
travels towards the dream of safety and freedom.

Focus Writing

flashback A flashback is an interjected scene that takes the narrative back in time 
from the current point in the story. Flashbacks are often used to recount 
events that happened before the story's primary sequence of events to fill 
in crucial backstory.

newspaper 
report

News reports are found in newspapers and their purpose is to inform 
readers of what is happening in the world around them. News reports 
have a certain structure that you need to follow.

Wider Reading

Holes by Louis Sachar 
The Journey by Francesca Sanna

Vocabulary

coltish energetic but awkward onslaught assault, attack, onrush, raid, invasion

ravines a deep narrow gorge, canyon, gully or pass jolt push, thrust, jerk, lurch

gullies a ravine formed by water ominious threatening, menacing, sinister

yurt a circular tent made of felt or skins treacherous guilty (to do with betrayal or deception)

etched engrave, carve, inscribe, chisel, score ferocious fierce, violent or cruel

flanks the (right or left) side fortuitous when something happened by chance (unintended)

citadel fort, fortress, stronghold, fortification, castle negotiated find a way through/to agree; worked-out

forbade (past tense of) forbid corroborated to support; confirmed, verified, validated

billowing swell, swirl engulfed surrounded completely; enveloped, immersed

minimal a minimum amount, quality or degree hypothermia having a body temperature that is too low


